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POSTED ON 10 JUL 2020
Arts Management Quarterly | focus on Arts Managers in Foreign Regions

POSTED ON 25 JUN 2020
Council & AFIELD Fellowship

ARTCONNECT

POSTED ON 08 JUN 2020
Fuoricentro Danza

POSTED ON 05 JUN 2020
Frieze Magazine - memos to the world, in homage to Italo Calvino

Composing Trust 2019/20 research report on EU international cultural relations

POSTED ON 22 MAY 2020
UNESCO and ICOM - new research on impact of COVID-19 shutdown on museums worldwide

‘Freedom and Creativity: defending art, defending diversity’ - UNESCO report

Art and Sustainability - CoBo Social Series

POSTED ON 21 MAY 2020
Bagri Foundation

Musee des Arts Asiatiques - Museum of Asiatic Arts

Freemuse - State of Artistic Freedom 2020 report